ABSTRACT

COBOL is still an important language for building mission critical enterprise systems, and there is huge amount of existing COBOL programs. We have been developing an aspect-oriented COBOL and its development environment. We are applying aspect orientation to strengthening internal control in enterprise information systems. Understanding existing COBOL programs is critical for applying aspect orientation to them, because programmers are not able to write aspects without understanding the existing programs. We have developed an environment for understanding existing COBOL programs and developing COBOL aspects. This paper describes the environment and a experience of applying it to improve internal control implemented in a small information system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

“Cobol: Not Dead Yet” is the title of a 2006 Computerworld article [12]. The article reports the following Computerworld survey findings:

- To the question “What programming languages do you use in your organization? Choose all that apply”, 62% of 352 IT managers replied “COBOL”.
- To the question “If your organization uses COBOL, how much internally developed business application software is written in COBOL?”, 43% of the IT managers said “more than 60%”.

The survey shows that COBOL is still very important for IT departments in enterprises, and there is huge amount of existing programs written in COBOL.

Aspect-oriented programming [10] has been mainly applied to the Java language [18][17]. We have been designing and developing an aspect weaver and its development environment for COBOL programs. The aspect-description language ALCOB and its weaver Vega were described at the seventh International Conference on Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD.08) [13].

We are mainly applying the aspect-oriented technology to internal control in accounting and auditing (see [5] for the definitions of internal control). Internal control [6] requires enterprises to collect and analyze evidence logs (e.g., access logs, transaction logs), and to realize higher security of their systems. Currently, internal control in companies is required by laws in many countries. The Japanese counterpart to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 [19] came into effect in fiscal 2008. Enterprises are required to modify their systems in COBOL to support the evidence logs. There is many existing COBOL programs used in mission-critical enterprise systems. Programmers are not able to write aspects for internal control without understanding base programs written in COBOL.

This paper describes a tool for analyzing COBOL programs and supporting programmers to write COBOL aspects. The tool is called Altair. Altair supports the programmers to understand COBOL programs by analyzing data flow and control structure of programs, and also supports them to write COBOL aspects semi-automatically. The users are able to develop aspects without detailed knowledge of the syntax of ALCOB. We used Altair to analyze an account information system and to strengthen internal control of the system by writing aspects. This paper reports the trial.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss program slicing technology and its effectiveness for program understanding required to write aspects for internal control. Section 3 describes Altair, the program understanding and development environment for our aspect-oriented COBOL ALCOB. Section 4 presents an experience of applying Altair to write aspects from a standpoint of strengthening internal control. In Section 5, we present the related work. Section 6 gives the conclusion and some future directions.

2. PROGRAM SLICING AND ASPECTS FOR INTERNAL CONTROL

2.1 Program Slicing

Program slicing was first introduced by Mark Weiser [20]. The computed program slice consists of the parts of a program that might affect or be affected by the values computed at some point of interest. The computing is called backward slicing/forward slicing, and the variables at some point of interest is called slicing criterion. The program slicing is what is called static slicing, which is computed without program execution. Dynamic slicing, which is based on program execution, is also proposed in [2] and some other papers. We apply only static slicing. In this paper, we use the word “slicing” as “static slicing”.

Figure 1 shows a very simple example of program slicing. Many of readers might not be familiar with the syntax of COBOL, so we created the example in a Pascal-like language. The sample program originally gets two numbers and outputs the smaller one as min and the larger one as max, respectively. In this case, the variable max at the last line of the source code is the slicing criterion. The underlined statements are the static slicing computed for the slicing criterion. The slice shows the minimum statements required to compute the value of the variable max at the last statement. For example, in the case of program understanding for writing aspects, programmers should only read the underlined statements.

Figure 2 shows the data and control dependence relationships between the statements for the slicing, and control flow in the program. A dotted arrow means data dependence, and a dashed-two dotted line means control dependence. A solid arrow shows the control flow in the program. Only data and control dependence relationships related to the slicing in Figure 1 are shown here. Program slicing is computed by traversing data and control dependence. A graph that consists of data dependence and control dependence is called “Program Dependence Graph (PDG)” [8]. By traversing through PDG backward or forward, backward/forward slicing is computed. Figure 1 is an example of backward slicing.

2.2 Internal Control, Aspects and Program Understanding

As already described in Section 1, many world-wide companies have to make their information systems comply with the requirements of SOX-like laws [19]. For example, the compliance might require the addition of the following features to their information systems:

- Evidence log of business processing and transactions
- Data verification for finding invalid data (e.g., check digit)
- Comparison of the numbers of transactions between an order receiving system and billing system
- Access control of system users
- etc.

Implementing these additional features as aspects results in the separation of concerns for following business rules and concerns for strengthening internal control. Business rules are implemented in base programs as usual, and logic for strengthening internal control (e.g., logging) is implemented as aspects. In this case, when business rules are changed, the base programs will be modified, and when the SOX-like laws with which the information systems should comply are changed, the aspects will be modified.

In many companies, information systems written in COBOL process their business data (Aberdeen Group reported that 70% of the
world’s business data are processed in COBOL [11]). In order to realize the features by writing aspects, understanding COBOL programs is very important. Analyzing the existing COBOL programs is effective for the program understanding. In particular, program slicing with data flow analysis is very effective for program understanding. The SOX-like laws are about accounting in companies. For example, by computing program slices with respect to the slicing criteria that consist of money amount variables in input statements, only portions related to the internal control will be extracted. Programmers can design and implement aspects for the compliance only by reading sets of the statements extracted by slicing.

Also, when programmers develop aspects to improve internal control implemented in information systems, they might accidentally write some aspects that affect business logic implemented in base programs. By computing program slicing from joinpoints, portions potentially affected by the aspects can be extracted. H. Shinomi and T. Tamai presented the impact analysis of weaving in AspectJ in [15]. The program slicing is effective to prevent programmers from implementing aspects that cause unintentional changes to the base program.

3. ALTAIR: THE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

Altair is a program analysis and development environment for COBOL programmers to apply aspect orientation to COBOL programs. Altair allows users to:

- understand base programs by analyzing structures and data flow (slicing)
- write COBOL aspects without a detailed knowledge of ALCOB by using a GUI

Figure 3 shows the relationships between Altair, Vega (aspect weaver), base programs, and aspects. Altair analyzes base programs and shows analysis results for the user. The user can understand the base programs by looking at the results shown through the GUI. By using aspect generation wizard of Altair, the user develops aspects and Altair generates aspects in ALCOB. The user can invoke the aspect weaver Vega through Altair, and Vega executes weaving of the base programs and the generated aspects. The user can see processing status of the weaving, and how the weaving was finally executed for the program. The aspect weaver Vega was implemented as a pre-compiler. Programs generated by Vega will be compiled by a COBOL compiler.

3.1 Language and Weaver

COBOL is a procedural programming language designed to address problems in business data processing. The latest standard COBOL 2002 [4] has object orientation syntax, but most enterprise COBOL users only use COBOL-85 syntax, which is a full procedural language. The base program on the right side of Figure 4 shows an example of COBOL compilation unit structure. The identification division contains program id and some other information. The data division contains data declarations that are used in the program. The procedure division contains the executable statements.

To begin, we added aspect-oriented features to the COBOL-85 syntax, because COBOL-85 syntax is widely used in enterprises. We firstly focused on realizing features needed to improve internal control (e.g., evidence logging) in enterprise information systems. ALCOB supports pointcut and advice features that are similar to AspectJ [18]. ALCOB supports before and after advice, but does not support around advice yet. AspectJ supports inter-type declarations, but ALCOB does not support inter-type declarations yet.

We have been analyzing many legacy programs written in COBOL. They are not necessarily written in exemplary coding style. For example, in many enterprise information systems, different data item names are used in different program units for same entity. These are called “synonyms”. We added a construct (DEFINE statement) to ALCOB in order to absorb the difference and improve reusability of advice. The syntax of ALCOB is designed based on the experience of analyzing legacy programs. See [13] for the detailed language syntax and weaving semantics.

Figure 4 shows the overview of aspect-oriented construct and weaving semantics of ALCOB. The left side of the figure shows an aspect file of ALCOB. An aspect is a unit of compilation in the same way as a program is a compilation unit in COBOL. The aspect’s name (or aspect-id) is declared at the beginning in the identification division. In the example, the aspect-id is SALE-RECORD. Next, there is the data division containing the working storage section, where data items (i.e., variables) are declared for use within the advice in the aspect. In this example, only one data item is shown, which is called ASPECT-DATA-1. Next, the procedure division contains the declarations of the advice in the aspect. In this example, only one advice declaration for CALL-LOGGER is shown.

Weaving semantics of ALCOB is also shown in Figure 4. The aspect weaver Vega reads aspect files and base programs, and extracts the context related to joinpoints. In the figure, the data items USER-ID and CURRENT-SALE are the context. Based on the pointcut declaration and the context, Vega selects portions where advice is to be inserted, generates the instance of the advice appropriate for the joinpoint, and finally inserts the instance to the portions. In this example, the instance of advice body (calling the logger program) of CALL-LOGGER is generated, and inserted before the following statement:

\[ \text{CALL} \ "\text{SALE-RECODER}" \ \text{USING} \ \text{CURRENT-SALE} \]

3.2 Program Understanding Support

As already described, COBOL programmers have to understand existing legacy programs for writing aspects. Altair has the following functions to support programmers to understand COBOL programs:

- Relation diagrams/lists generation (e.g., program caller-callee relationships, JCL (Job Control Language): a mainframe language for controlling batch jobs) and program relationships, etc.)
- Backward/forward program slicing
- Re-documentation, automatic document generation from source code (e.g., job flow diagram, program interface specification, file/record specification, record layout diagram)

Altair analyzes relationships between programs, variables, JCLs, and so on, and displays them in tree and list views. It supports the user to understand programs from several points of view. Figure 5 is a screen shot of part of the program caller-callee relation window of Altair. The relation is displayed hierarchically, and by clicking a program name in the tree view, the user can see detailed views (e.g., syntax-oriented source code browser) of the analysis results. Also, by selecting the program name, the user can automatically generate pointcuts based on the program name.

We already presented the importance of program slicing in Section 2. Altair supports backward and forward slicings of COBOL programs. By selecting data items (i.e., variables) at some statement of interest in syntax-oriented source code browser, the user
can see set of indirectly relevant statements (e.g., underlined statements in Figure 1). The backward slicing results show the user the statements that affect the value of the selected variable, and the forward slicing results show the user the statements that are affected by the value of the selected variable.

In the case of existing legacy systems, design documents are missing in a lot of companies. Even if design documents of the systems exist, designs described in the documents are frequently different from those implemented in the systems. Automatic document generation from source code is effective for understanding programs for writing aspects. Figure 6 shows a job flow diagram automatically generated by analyzing COBOL programs and JCLs. The diagram visualizes a batch execution, which basically consists of executable modules, input/output files, and database. In Figure 6, a box with two horizontal lines represents an executable module, and a cylinder represents data stored in a database. In the figure, the executable module inputs four kinds of data from a database and stores data to the database. A document box with "SYSOUT" represents data transfer to a dataset (i.e., file) through standard output. Altair automatically generates several kinds of documents, which are effective for program understanding and maintenance.

3.3 Aspect Writing Support

Altair supports the following functions for writing aspects:

- Wizard-based aspect generation
- Aspect management
- Invocation of the aspect weaver Vega
- GUI for displaying weaving status and results

In the program understanding views of Altair, the user can generate pointcuts or pointcut templates by selecting program name, statement, and so on (program elements). The phrase "pointcut template" means that the user can modify the generated pointcut
into more generic pointcut (e.g., by using the wildcard `*`) through the GUI or a text editor. Altair can generate the pointcuts designating the following:

- inter/inner program routine call (CALL, PERFORM)
- file access statement (READ, WRITE, etc.)
- starting/end point of procedure (program, section, paragraph)
- statement (designated by line number)

By selecting one of them repetitively, several pointcuts or pointcut templates are generated for an aspect. Figure 7 shows the aspect writing wizard of Altair. Pointcuts for the aspect are listed at the bottom of the windows. In the pointcut list, the user can choose pointcuts that he or she wants to apply to the aspect. There are two text input fields in the middle of the window. They are for advice declaration [13]. The top one is for declarations of data items (variables) that the advice uses, and the one below it is for COBOL statements to be the body of an advice. The user can input the two fields only with knowledge of COBOL. The pointcuts for the aspect are automatically generated based on the pointcut list. The user can create aspects without detailed knowledge of the aspect-oriented syntax of ALCOB (of course, he or she has to understand the concept of ALCOB). If the user wants to use the full specification of the ALCOB syntax, he or she might have to know the details of the syntax, but aspects with simple pointcuts and their combination can be created without detailed knowledge of the syntax.

Figure 8 is a screenshot of the aspect list window of Altair. All the aspects created in this project are listed in the window. Each aspect line has a check box at its left-hand side. The user can select aspects to be woven to the programs by checking the box. Also, by using the list, the user can open the window (Figure 7) for editing the aspect and delete some of aspects. There is a button “Invoke weaving” at the middle of the right-hand side of the window. The user can invoke the weaver Vega by clicking the button.

Figure 9 is a screenshot of the view of results of the invoked Altair weaver.
weaving. In this case, some aspects were woven into the listed programs KAND1CC and URIAGCC. The program KAND1CC has two portions where the weaving happened, and the program URIAGCC has three. By clicking the program name, the base program is displayed. In Figure 10, the statements marked (actually in yellow on the screen) means the portions where the weaving happened. There are two text strings “after ALERT” with a down-arrow and “before CHECK” with a up-arrow in the middle of the right-hand side of the figure. Those means that the after advice of the “ALERT” aspect and the before advice of the “CHECK” aspect are applied here to the two statements, respectively. By clicking the string “after ALERT”, the window showing the definition of the aspect is popped up, and the user can check the details of the aspect.

4. TRIAL

We applied Altair to analyze a simple account information system and to strengthen internal control of the system by writing aspects. The simple account information system consists of 30 COBOL programs, and it has input/output screens and database access. It is a kind of order and sales management system. Users of the system can enter and change received orders and sales amounts through computer screens. The data is stored in a database.

The original system has the following problems from the standpoint of internal control:

1. The system did not display warning messages when the user entered or modified data (e.g., received order, sales amount).

2. The system did not output enough evidence logs for auditing.

In order to strengthen internal control of the system, we added the following features to the system by analyzing it and generating aspects:

1. Warning messages are displayed on the screen before the user updates data, and the update information messages are sent to his or her supervisor.

2. Evidence logs are output to a file (e.g., updated date, updated by whom, data before/after update, access history)

The first feature is “preventive control”, and the second feature is “detective control” [6]. We created four aspects for implementing the features. One of them is shown at the right-hand side of Figure 11. In the aspect, the lines in gray are automatically generated by Altair. Only the lines in black are written by a programmer. The aspect added the following logic (advice) to the system:

If the sales date is updated, a warning message, which depends on whether the sales amount is also updated, will be displayed before calling the program URIAGECC2.

The left-hand side of the figure shows the change of the system between the screens before and after the weaving. The large arrow in the figure indicates that the text string assigned by the MOVE statement is displayed at the bottom of the lower screen. The COBOL MOVE is kind of like an assignment statement. For example, MOVE A TO B transfers data from A to B.

By using Altair, we successfully analyzed and generated the aspects, and successfully added some “internal control strengthening” features to the system. Current Altair supports only inner-program slicing. When we wanted to see any impact (slice) to other programs, we had to newly invoke the program slicing function from the affected parameters of the called program. This is a large limitation of the slicing (impact analysis) function. “Inter-program slicing” will be needed for analyzing more realistic information systems.
5. RELATED WORK

AspectCobol was proposed by R. Lämmel and K. De Schutter. Their paper [11] introduced an aspect-oriented COBOL, but it does not describe its development environment like Altair.

As already described, ALCOB is another aspect-oriented COBOL proposed by T. Morioka, H. Danno, and H. Shinomi. ALCOB was implemented as the aspect weaver Vega. For detailed information of ALCOB and Vega, see the paper [13].

AJDT (AspectJ Development Tools) [3] is the most popular development environment for AspectJ [18]. AJDT is an Eclipse-based [7] integrated development environment, and it has excellent features for developing AspectJ programs. However, AJDT does not support a program slicing function.

H. Shinomi and T. Tamai [15][14] reported an Eclipse-based platform for analyzing Java and AspectJ, called JADE (Java and Aspectj DEpendence analyzer). A tool for impact analysis of weaving was developed on JADE, based on the program slicing technology. JADE might it easy to develop a program understanding tool like described in this paper for AspectJ.

T. Ishio et al. [9] proposed a debugging environment for AspectJ. Data dependences are analyzed by using execution time information. The slices are only on the path executed for specific input. This is not for analyzing programs statically for program understanding.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper described Altair, an environment for understanding and developing programs for aspect-oriented COBOL. There is an enormous amount of existing COBOL programs, and companies world-wide are going to be required to strengthen internal control implemented in their information systems. Aspect orientation can be applied to the solution. Existing COBOL program understanding and easy aspect writing are important to the application of aspect orientation. We realized them in the Altair environment. In particular, program slicing, supported by Altair, is effective for understanding existing programs and creating aspects to strengthen internal control of an information system.

We used Altair for implementing internal control features of a small information systems written in COBOL, and verified its effectiveness. It was verified that the woven code works as expected from the point of view of internal control. However, we found the limitation of the current inner-program slicing. Inter-program slicing might be required for more realistic information systems.

In addition to the described small sales management system, we applied Altair to source code of several information systems that are actually working in enterprises. By using Altair, we actually analyzed the source code and tried aspect weaving. We talked about the aspect-oriented approach to internal control with several systems engineers in Hitachi Ltd. They admired Altair’s program analysis functions, but took a prudent attitude to the use of the woven code. They were weary of unintentional changes caused by weaving and the increase of testing workload of the woven code.

H. Shinomi, one of the authors, proposed the analysis of impact affected by weaving for AspectJ [15]. The algorithm of the impact analysis is also based on program slicing. By adding the similar function to Altair, the user might be able to check the unintentional changes caused by their aspects.

We think that the testing workload of manually modified code to improve internal control might not be different from that of the woven code. However, the impact analysis of weaving might be able to reduce the number of test cases to be performed. It can reduce the workload required to test the woven code. The test case reduction based on the impact analysis was discussed in [16]. By enhancing the program analysis of Altair, a tool can be developed...
Altair was developed as a web application having a browser-based user interface. We had already developed a COBOL program analysis tool when the idea of Vega and Altair occurred to us. So, we decided to develop Altair by enhancing the existing tool for quick implementation of the idea. Currently, however, Eclipse [7] is a de-facto standard for integrated development environment. Altair should be redeveloped on the Eclipse platform.
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